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Rooms door puzzles

Have you ever spent hours (days, weeks) staring at a Rubik's Cube, only to twist and turn its colored squares hopelessly? With a little unfurling, you can solve that damn cube. From Laurie L. Dove Through its simple setup - several locations and several discs that make up the pyramid - a game known as the Towers of Hanoi can be difficult to solve without the right solution. By
Laurie L. Dove While 8 Queens is popular with the programming set, the less math-savvy among us can also print some fun out of this classic puzzle. Kate Kershner There are some games that you play and forget while others suck you up and keep you coming back for more. We take a look at 5 highly addicting puzzle games. Kate Kershner As fun as they are, most traditional
puzzles can fall a little flat. However, 3-D puzzles - made of plastic, wood, fabric and more - have been boggling minds for centuries. What separates 3-D puzzles from their two-dimensional brothers? Dave Roos Word games can be fun (and frustrating) forms of fun, but if you're tired of the same old crossword puzzles, why not try your hand at their puzzle cousins, akkrostika?
Author: Nathan Chandler For the first time used for confidential messages in times of war, cryptograms have now evolved into leisure puzzles. What are some keys to code break? Author: Colleen Cancio Although (or perhaps because) no life is at stake when you decipher cryptoccurrency, these cryptology-based word puzzles are a brain game for ever. According to Joy H.
Montgomery Some may see; some can't. They're 3-D eye puzzles, and they all raged in the '90s. Get tricks to solve these crazy pictures. Author: Danielle Fisher What do you get when you combine the crossword puzzle grid, the logic of sudoku and a bit of basic mathematics? Learn how kakuro puzzles add up. Jane McGrath If you've ever seen the TV game show Concentration,
you've seen the rebus puzzle. How do these unique puzzles get your name? Dave Roos Since the 1880s, sliding puzzles have delighted and infuriated people who are trying to solve them. What makes these simple games so compelling? John Kelly Tangrams are puzzles made of cut-out shapes that can be combined to form other shapes or patterns. So exactly how do they
work? Author: Matt Sailor WOOD COMPOSITE Start at $150 Solid engineered-wood stiles and rails bolted together and equipped with panels made of a blend of Style To Go: The front door front door should suit the architecture of the house and be proportional to its windows. Here are three different styles. Craftsman arts and crafts era doors are characterized by the use of richly
textured materials, striking joinery, and stained-glass or lead-glass panels. COLONIAL Plain and practical, colonial doors tend to be built from modest forests such as pine and oak, often with cross-and-biblical style paneling here. CURRENT Clean lines, lots of glass and aesthetic to define the latest styles. This example contains MDF stiles and rails surrounding frosted glass
panels. Added Options Decorative glass is often used for dressing doors. It can be etched, matte, or stained, and the surface of the metal striping, or caming, which holds individual panes in place ranges from black to brass. As shown here, decorative glass can be installed above or next to the door, or it can be an insert. Transoms In various shapes, including rectangular and
fanned, transoms admit light to the home while maintaining privacy. Side lights can be either single or double, that is, on one side of the door or both. Buoyancy glass doors are often referred to by the number of inserts (or lights) they contain. Photographs: Jeld-Wen, Andersen, TruStile Produced by: Anita Sarsidi / Photograph: William Abranowicz From bedrooms and entrances to
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